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Travis Frier



Takeaways

➢ It became clear to me there were opportunities I was not trained to be able to capitalize on; so I did what 

I’ve always been taught to do, bring someone else in.

➢ I have since altered my presentations to include some services that we have experts available to help 

with, such as, 1031 exchanges, portfolio management, financial analysis etc.

➢ As I began to look for the other opportunities, I found them everywhere. This has allowed me to present 

myself in a much more rounded manner, which I feel my clients are appreciating.

➢ If you have a client that you feel you haven’t been able to cover all of their needs, I would encourage 

expanding your offerings by working with other professionals.
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Client Examples

➢Met a client that was wanted to leave her broker but was having a hard time getting the money moved

▪Called Danny to help facilitate. We were able to move 1.6 million, 800 of which went into an annuity

▪Opportunity to move another 1.3 million in the next week or so 

▪Paid commission $48,000

➢Another client came to me discussing the 300k they had in cash and wanting to invest

▪ Instead of jumping at that opportunity I discussed objectives and uncovered 6m in real estate and 3m of 

IRA money that we are currently working on and have a great shot at picking up next week.
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New Strategies Introduced

➢Discussing the following has  allowed me to uncover some of these opportunities

▪ IRMAA

▪ Secure Act

▪ 1031 exchanges

▪ Does your risk tolerance currently reflect your allocations
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Brooke Kressler



Takeaways

➢ So about three years ago, I started working With Danny and the biggest change that occurred 
immediately was inbound referrals. Bringing in revenue on all business lines.

➢ About 1.5 years ago I altered my seminar presentation to start diving into IRMA and now I see what 
makes it go up. Investment property sale and capital gains.

➢ Based on changes in risk level, the clients are more comfortable moving their entire portfolio to a 
blended management style.

➢ High income or high net worth clients that prior to building the relationships, we just wouldn’t meet 
all their needs and get little or no relationship.
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Client Examples

➢ Gary  
▪ Seminar selling trailer park got 4.5 million 
▪ 1031'd it out
▪ If nothing 1.4 million IRS and state
▪ Picked up 500k me; 800k Danny
▪ Upon his death no taxes on step up so family gets 4.5 million + growth so can reallocate this for family growth

➢IRMA 

▪ Met in seminar about 2 years ago 

▪ Major reason see Medicare premium go up is due to capital gains from sale of investment property 

▪ If u have more than 500k of investment property write down IRMA on back of sheet and I will know what is going on

➢Loretta 
▪ Husband died, current FA dismissed her and daughter so 
▪ Danny ACAT'd the whole account to him $1.2 million, I laddered 650k into annuities he took the rest
▪ But upon semi annual review ( so Much easier) we repositioned some of the funds from Danny to help w/ LTC
▪ Reviews are all in 1 house and much easier to move entire accounts due to working together
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Client Examples Continued

➢ Armstrong

▪ liquidated all the other financial advisors’ portfolio totaling 600k w/ AmerIlife + what Danny picked 
up
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Danny Noles
My Process



Firm Fact Finds

Fact Finder Client Questionnaire
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Firm Brochures
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E-Money
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Risk Tolerance 
Questionnaire
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Agenda- Second 
Meeting
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Department of Labor-
Qualified Plans
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ACAT- Account 
Transfer Form
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